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Abstract 
Seventy-eight Lehigh University undergraduates served as 
subjects in a study designed to relate findings on experimenter 
and observer expectation effects to the methodology of sex differ- 
ence research. It was predicted that observer expectations 
regarding aex differences in aggression would reveal themselves 
in biased data reporting if observers were shown identical behaviors 
by males and females. 
Subjects participated in the experiment in groups of ten with 
five men and five women per group. Each group of subjects was 
shown one of four videotapes of children who were androgynous in 
clothing and physique. Three girls and one boy were used as actors 
in the videotapes. The tapes shared a common theme; the child was 
shown defying a young woman's orders to put away his/her toys. 
During the experiment each tape was shown twice, with the child 
identified on one occasion as a "boy" and on the other occasion 
as a "girl". After observing the videotape, subjects were 
given a questionnaire in which they were asked to describe the 
child's behavior and characterize their responses to that child. 
Six hypotheses were generated. It was predicted that "boys" 
would be characterized as more aggressive than "girls" in keeping 
with observer expectations. On the contrary, "girls" were seen 
as more aggressive than "boys". No evidence was found to support 
a second hypothesis, which had predicted that a higher frequency 
of aggressive behaviors would be reported for "boys" than for 
"girls". 
Hypothesis 3» which predicted that observers would show more 
approval for opposite-sex children than for children of their own 
sex, was unsupported by the data.    The fourth hypothesis suggested 
that "boys" would be described as more independent than "girls". 
By contrast (and in keeping with the outcome for Hypothesis 1), 
"girls" were rated as more independent than "boys". 
A fifth hypothesis,  suggesting that women would produce 
higher scores on the study's three subjective measures than would 
men, was supported only for scores on the independence measure. 
Hypothesis 6, which predicted that ratings of aggression would 
correlate inversely with approval ratings, was found to be 
untestable.    The exclusion from analysis of subjects who were 
skeptical of the sex ascribed to the child they had observed 
reduced cell size to a point which prohibited cell-by-cell corre- 
lation. 
Findings were considered in relation to the methods common- 
ly used in sex-difference research.    Implications for the inter- 
pretation of past findings and suggestions for future research were 
discussed. 
Historically, physical combat has been almost exclusively 
a male pastime for human beings.  The practical necessities of 
pregnancy and childrearing would have proven very burdensome 
for female troops, so there are sound physiological arguments 
favoring a role distinction between "fighting" men and "nurturant" 
women.  Popular belief has gone one step farther and cone to 
assert that males are inherently more aggressive than females. 
Considerable data supports the existence of sex differences 
in aggression corresponding to popular expectations; however, 
despite the consistency of data trends, researchers have contin- 
ued to reappraise the topic. Most sex-difference research has 
tended to focus on value-laden issues (e.g. verbal and mathematical 
abilities), often with the unspoken goal of overturning stereo- 
typic beliefs. The repetitious study of sex differences in aggres- 
sion seems to indicate that researchers are emotionally invested 
in discovering some form of aggression in which females "excel" 
over males. The potential worth of such findings may derive 
from a parallel between "aggressive" and "dominant". The stereo- 
type that males are dominant, females submissive, pervades many 
of the relations between the sexes. Aggression offers an area of 
behavior in which the vague concept of dominance may be operation- 
alized. If females were to be established as more aggressive than 
males on several behavioral measures, then such findings might 
shake the belief in inherent male dominance. 
Aggression, while more concrete than "dominance", is still 
difficult to define on a behavioral level.  Tedeschi, Smith, and 
Brown (197^) found that researchers have operationalized it in a 
number of ways, including: a) choosing to play with a ball rather 
than a doll, b) delivering an electric shock to another person as 
a "teaching tool", and c) tardiness to school. Kane, Doerge, and 
Tedeschi (1973) found that the intention attributed to the actor 
is of great importance to those observers who are not social 
science professionals. Their data supported the hypothesis 
that, to be labelled as aggressive, an actor must be perceived 
as: a) having malevolent or exploitative intent with regard to a 
target person, b) acting offensively rather than defensively, and 
c) acting antinormatively or illegitimately. 
It is not this author's intention to assess the truth or 
falsehood of the statement "males are more aggressive than females". 
Rather, the subjective nature of judgements of aggression led to 
a re-examination of existing data, focusing on the methodology 
which produced that data.  Few researchers would deny that their 
human subjects process information before responding to complex 
stimuli. Intervening variables are, however, difficult to assess; 
it is therefore commonly assumed, that biases of information proces- 
sing are idiosyncratic and randomly distributed among the subject 
population. While such an assumption nay be valid for some research 
topics, a review of recent literature establishes that expec- 
tations held by experimenters or observers can create systematic 
data biases. 
Psychologists, college students, other persons engaged in 
social science research- all have been exposed to the socializing 
forces which lead most people to expect certain sex-linked behavior 
patterns. This study will attempt to assess the extent to which 
expectations about sex differences in aggression produce distor- 
tions in experimental data. Ky interest is specifically directed 
at observers, those who act as data-gathering instruments 
in many naturalistic and laboratory studies. In addition to those 
persons known as "trained" observers, anyone who describes or 
characterizes the behavior of self or others may also be considered 
to be acting as an "observer". Thus, teachers* ratings of student 
behavior and parents* descriptions of their children are of inter- 
est in the study of the process of observation. 
Experimenter Effect 
Researchers have long been concerned with the accidental or 
intentional falsification of data due to experimenter effect, 
Rosenthal (19^3) found that research assistants primed to expect 
a certain data trend were likely to "find" that trend.  Experi- 
menters who were led to expect their subjects to see a) failure 
or b) success in pictured faces produced results supportive of 
their expectations, even though contact with the subjects was 
within the framework of identical scripts.  The experimenter bias 
effect is mediated by the degree and type of contact between 
E (experimenter) and S (subject), and also varies with the 
demand requirements of the experimental setting.  Minor (1970) 
used Rosenthal's rating task and found that Ss who had been told 
that they were a control group (and thus were expected to produce 
"normal" data) were unaffected by S's bias, while other Ss, told 
that "inaccurate" ratings indicated psychological maladjustment, 
responded significantly in the direction of E's bias. 
Observer Expectations and Reliability 
Research on experimenter bias has demonstrated that subtle 
pressures exerted by the experimenter have the potential of 
eliciting data which falsely confirms experimental hypotheses. 
More overt manipulations may be effected by misinforming ob- 
servers about the persons they are to observe. Foster, 
Ysseldyke and Reese (1975) demonstrated the potency of 
expectation by comparing data from repeated administrations of 
a questionnaire designed for descriptions of the personality and 
skills of children.  For the first rating, subjects used the 
questionnaire to describe a hypothetical child, either a) normal 
or b) emotionally disturbed. All subjects were then shown a 
videotape of a normal boy performing various tasks, including 
several psychological measures.  For each treatment group, the 
boy in the tape was described as belonging to the same category 
as the hypothetical child they had just described.  Readministra- 
tion of the original form with instructions to rate the boy in 
the tape resulted in significantly nor9 negative descriptions 
from those who had seen the boy as emotionally disturbed than from 
subjects for whom the child was labelled as noimal. 
The chosen method of data collection affects the extent to 
which observers may be "fooled" by their expectations into 
reporting false data. Wahler and Leske (1973) produced fifteen 
videotapes of six children engaged in silent reading. They scripted 
the amount of time each child spent in "distractible" behaviors. 
One child's level of distractibility was reduced slowly and 
gradually from a starting level of 75$ until, in the final tape, 
only 15$ of his time was spent in distractible behaviors. Two 
groups of observers assessed the children after each tape: 
a) subjectively- by rating each child on a seven-point distracti- 
bility scale, or b) objectively- by making the same type of rating 
as in a) but basing their assessments upon a tally sheet of 
observed behaviors. The subjective observers consistently over- 
looked the fading of distractibility until it had dropped to the 
25%  level. The group of "objective" observers were more accurate, 
but showed lower inter-rater reliability than their subjective 
colleagues. 
Inter-rater reliability is a crucial factor in observational 
research, and it is designed to guard against biased observations. 
Simultaneous data samples from two or more observers are collected 
and compared, and a measure of their agreement is calculated. Most 
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"respectable" studies indicate correlations of 0,80 or better 
among their observers.  Reliability among raters is sometimes 
assumed to be an indicator of validity in situations which offer 
no other validity test. 
The situation becomes more complicated when one realizes that 
observers could share a bias skewing their data without losing 
reliability.  In one study, videotaped classroom scenes purported 
to illustrate a token economy were shown to pairs of observers 
(Kent et_ _al., 19?^).  "Baseline"and "treatment" tapes were 
matched for the frequency of behaviors from nine observational 
categories as well as for the overall level of disruption. 
During the experiment each observer pair watched a set of "base- 
line" tapes. Next they were shown either a) "treatment" tapes 
accompanied by the statement that disruption should decrease, or 
b) "generalization"tapes with instructions that disruption was not 
expected to change. Expectation conditions thus generated failed 
to affect significantly the recorded frequencies of target (dis- 
ruptive) behaviors. By contrast, responses on a post-experimental 
questionnaire indicated that observers believed that they had 
actually seen disruptiveness persist or decline in keeping with 
their expectations. Periodic assessments showed reliability to 
be significantly higher within than between observer pairs, but 
failed to note changes in reliability over the course of the 
experiment. 
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O'Leary, Kent and Kanowitz (1975) created sets of video- 
tapes illustrating progress in a token economy. The tapes were 
engineered to show two disruptive behaviors decreasing in fre- 
quency while two "control" behaviors remained at a constant level. 
Experienced observers reported on the frequencies of the behaviors 
of interest, providing a criterion which served as an index of 
the true frequencies of those behaviors. When subject-observers 
reported disruptive behaviors at levels below criterion (the level 
reported by the experienced observers) they were reinforced by 
comments from E- "the tokens seem to be proving effective." 
When the disruption reported was above the criterion level, E would 
provide feedback such as "I don't understand; these treatments 
always work." Over the course of the experiment, all observers 
reported correctly that control behaviors remained unchanged. 
By contrast, subject-observers reported a greater drop in disrup- 
tion than did the criterion-observers, indicating that Es had 
successfully shaped Ss' responses. 
From the studies cited above, it is clear that one can mani- 
pulate experimental outcomes by giving observers misinformation 
about the persons and/or processes they are observing. The extent 
to which data is distorted varies with the measures employed; 
tallies of specific behaviors are less subject to distortion than 
are summary characterizations of observed trends (Wahler and Leske, 
1973; Kent et al., 197*0. The insistence upon high levels of 
inter-rater reliability ensures only that idiosyncratic 
recording errors will not bias research results. Expectations 
which are shared by all observers have the potential to bias data 
without being revealed in reliability estimates (O'Leary, Kent, 
and Kanowitz, 1975)* 
If experimental manipulations of observer expectations can 
elicit predicted data trends, then observers entering an experi- 
ment with preconceived opinions about the topic under study are 
also likely to contribute inaccuracies. Persons attempting 
research on sex differences must be particularly sensitive to this 
situation, since all of the people involved with any study have 
been socialized throughout their lives to expect evidence of 
specific behavioral tendencies from those of their own and of the 
opposite sex. Any study which allows the experimenter or observer 
to see subjects may run a risk of data inaccuracies due to know- 
ledge of the sex of each subject. 
Sex of Observer and of Observee as Variables of Interest 
As proposed above, observer reports of behaviors under study 
may be influenced by the observer's preconceptions about the beha- 
vioral tendencies of males vs. females.  Further, the sex of the 
observer him/herself may affect the nature of those preconceptions 
and the manner in which they evidence themselves. 
The observer's own sex may contribute to response tendencies 
on specific data-^atherin.;: instruments, T„rHen describing adults, 
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vo.'isn tend to use both extremes of rating scales (for example- 
o . 
dangerous . . , , , | . ( , , , safe), disapproving as well as complimentary, 
more than do men (Hammes, 19^3; Feather, 1975)*  Women are gener- 
ally more approving than men in their ratings of children (Steven- 
son et al., 19^6; Gurwitzr and Dodge, 1975) • Administering a bat- 
tery of test instruments, KcCall et al. (197*0 concluded that 
women were more accurate in recalling observations of their own 
than of the opposite sex. 
The effect of an observer's sex on the data he/she produces 
appears to vary with the nature of the stimulus as well as the 
data-gathering instrument. Although women appear to produce 
more extreme ratings of faces than do men, a contrasting trend is 
seen when men and women are asked to assess the aggressive and 
violent content of pictured interactions or silhouettes. Us in,? 
drawings of interacting characters as stimuli, Minturn (I967) found 
that men rated her stimuli higher on aggression than did women. 
Moore (I966) found sex of subject to significantly affect perfor- 
mance on a binocular rivalry task. Subjects viewed pictures in 
a tachistoscope; while one eye was presented with a violent scene, 
the other simultaneously viewed a non-violent picture. Asked to 
describe what they had seen, women reported significantly less 
violence than did men. Koore theorized that boys have been sen- 
sitised to violence by social necessity.  A corollary explanation 
for Minturn and Moore's results is that women overlook the violent 
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content of stimuli because they rarely need to fight or because 
they have been trained to find violence threatening or distasteful. 
Research on accuracy in signalling and recognizing emotions 
indicates that girls and women are better at communication of 
affect than are men or boys (Black, 196$;  Buck et al., 1973; Gitter 
et al,, 1971; McCall et al., 197^). The nuthors concluded that 
boys and men have been effectively socialized to restrain their 
displays of emotion,  (Observers have been socialized to expect 
such stoicism from males; that expectation, overlooked by the 
researchers, may have contributed to the research results.) 
The sex of the person seems to be an important influence when 
observers are asked to describe the causal connections underlying 
observed behaviors. When subjects respond to descriptions of 
failures and successes, failure is described as more destructive 
for males than for females (Feather, 1975)• Deaux and Emswiller 
(1975) found that luck was considered important in the success 
of women engaged in masculine tasks; skill was judged to be the 
determining factor for women succeeding at feminine endeavors and 
for men attempting either masculine or feminine tasks. This 
phenomenon may be of great importance if it is generalizable to 
other human activities. Behaviors attributed to aggression in 
males might, for example, be considered defensive when performed 
by females. 
One popular approach for sex difference researchers has used 
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male and feriale actors performing a task at the same level of 
proficiency.  Subjects asked to assess the competence of the 
actors in question have produced responses which vary with the 
sex of the actor and the nature of the task he/she is performing. 
Women acting as grocery-stora "stock boys" were seen as more com- 
petent than men performing at the same level, whether the actors 
showed below- or above-average speed (Hammes et al., 197^).  A 
more dramatic scenario involved a male or female actor confined 
with an armed "criminal" and an "innocent bystander" (Taynor and 
Deaux, 1973)• Bystanders rated their actor-companion after seeing 
him/her calmly and efficiently give policemen information about 
the criminal; the female actors were seen as behaving more admir- 
ably than were the males. The traditionally-masculine qualities 
of emotional stability and physical competence demanded by the 
preceding scenarios may mean that females impressed observers 
as exceptional representatives of their sex, thus eliciting high 
ratings. It should be noted that the interaction sequence created 
for Taynor and Deaux's experiment was extraordinary for either sex. 
A more commonplace arena for comparisons of male and female perfor- 
mance 3s that of intellectual competition.  Deaux and Taynor (1973) 
found that highly-talented female scholarship applicants were per- 
ceived as being less deserving than males performing at the same 
level, while underqualified women were judged to be more talented 
than their male counterparts.  The authors suggested that an 
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expectation of male scholastic superiority might cause males to 
be devalued aore than females when their scholastic performance 
was below average-in quality. 
Two recent studies have investigated the possibility that 
personality traits might be ascribed to children according to their 
sex rather than by their actions (Meyer and Sobieszek, 1972; Gur- 
witz and Dodge, 1975)• The researchers in both studies video- 
taped children whose sex was not apparent from their appearance. 
The tapes were then shown to two groups of Ss, half of whom were 
told that they were watching a boy; the other Ss were informed that 
they were observing a girl. The dependent measure was a semantic 
differential of paired adjectives connoted along the dimensions 
masculine feminine and positive negative. Sex of S (observer) 
anr\  osr^-Hbed sex of child failed to significantly affect Ss' 
responses for any of the "sex-linked" adjective pairs except 
"masculine feminine".  Gurwitz and Dodge found their "boys" rated 
more masculine than their "girls"; Meyer and Sobieszek did not use 
those adjectives in their measures. Interestingly, Meyer and 
Sobieszek found that Ss of both sexes were more positive in 
rating children of the opposite sex than those of their own sex; 
Gurwitz and Dodge's Ss showed more approval for same-sex than for 
opposite-sex children. 
The two studies just cited suggest a possibility for data anal- 
ysis: aoproval for the actions under observation may vary with an 
interaction between sex of observer and sex of stimulus person. 
This finding warrants further investigation, because judgements 
of the severity of aggression perceived are likely to be affected 
by approval or disapproval of the actors in question. 
Research on the responses of parents and teachers to sex-typed 
behaviors in children provide a model from which to predict the 
responses of other adult observers. As the primary agents of 
socialization for young children, parents and teachers may be 
influential in perpetuating or overturning sex-role stereotypes. 
Patterns of response to aggression by children of either sex have 
varied with the research methodology employed.  Parents and teachers 
reacting to questionnaires and interviews reported equal standards 
for aggressive behavior by boys and girls (Emmerich and Smoller, 
1964; Etaugh and Hughes, 1975; Levitin and Chanamie, 19?2). Sim- 
ulation studies employing video-or audio-tapes as stimuli indicated 
that male and female adults held stricter standards of behavior 
for children of their own sex than for those of the opposite sex 
(Rothbart and Kaccoby, I966; Meyer and Sobieszek, 1972; Marcus, 
1975)> with one study (Gurwitz and Dodge, 1975) producing results 
in the opposite direction.  It is possible that Gurwitz and Dodge's 
use of only one child in the stimulus tapes produced results idio- 
syncratic to that child. Unique for their realism and for their 
use of children in groups are the classroom observation studies. 
Of these, one found that teachers were equally critical of ag- 
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gression by mala and female 3 year-olds (Fagot and Faterson, I966). 
In another study (Serbin, 1973) teachers were more likely to res- 
pond, and to respond loudly, to aggressive displays from 3 to 5 
year-old boys than from girls of the same age. Both classroom 
studies focused on female teachers; the only study including male 
teachers used a questionnaire format (Staugh and Hughes, 1S75) 
rather than an observational measure. 
Statement of the Problem 
It has been demonstrated that observer expectations can be 
manipulated by mislabelling the stimuli under scrutiny.  Further, 
sex of observer and sex of the stimulus person have been shown to 
affect observer expectations and judgements about those whom 
they are observing-. If sex-role stereotypes are strongly asso- 
ciated with the behaviors of interest, then expectations u«.n be 
manipulated by simply changing the sex of the actor under scrutiny. 
By using videotapes of young children who are not easily identi- 
fiable by sex, it becomes possible to refer to the same actor as 
either- male or female, thus assuring identical behavior sequences 
for representatives of both sexes.  Given effective standardization 
of actors, behaviors, and measures, the sex of the children under 
observation may be seen as the source of any systematic differences 
in observer response to boys versus girls. This study used andro- 
gynous-appearing chiMren to assess the manner in which the sex 
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of the actor being observed affected observer perceptions of aggres- 
sion. 
Aggression was chosen as a focus for study because the belief 
that males are more aggressive than females is traditional, wide- 
spread, and supported by considerable evidence. By age 8, if not 
before that time, girls and boys agrae that "violent" toys are in- 
tended for use by boys rather than being neuter or feminine in 
design (Hartley and Hardesty, 196^). Kaccoby and Jacklin's 
(1975) compilation of sex difference research provides strong 
support for popular belief. The research surveyed by Maccoby and 
Jacklin employed many operational definitions of aggression, not 
all of which would meet Kane, Doerge, and Tedeschi's criteria of 
a) malevolent or exploitative intent, b) offensive (in contrast to 
defensive) posture, and c) antinormative quality.  Further confoun- 
ding the definitions set by the experimenter, observers may have 
their own standards of what constitutes mild vs. severe aggression, 
and those standards may vary in application according to a) the 
sex of the observer and b) the sex of the actor(s) under observa- 
tion. Despite these potential sources of disparate data, the re- 
search results are consistent. Out of 66 studies of adults and 
children with ^U■ associated measures, 53 measures indicated higher 
levels of aggression by males than by females, while only 5 meas- 
ures showed females leading in aggression, 
Birk's (197^0 survey of popular psychology textbooks found 
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that discussions of sex differences in most texts represented 
the genetic-based perspective of sex differences and projected 
the bias that "what is, should be", Kaccoby and Jacklin's findings 
suggest that any adult raised in the United States is likely to 
believe either that males are more aggressive than females or 
that the two sexes are equal in aggression. Birk's results give 
no indication that increased education might weaken that belief. 
Therefore, selection of a subject population consisting of Amer- 
ican adults (e.g. college students) should, in itself, effect a 
manipulation of expectations regarding sex differences. 
If the belief in males as more aggressive than females has 
the emotional importance commonly associated with a stereotype, 
then data perceived as undermining that belief would tend to 
be rejected. Shown boys and girls engaged in identical behavior 
sequences, observers would tend to perceive the males as more ag- 
gressive than the fmales. 
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Hypotheses 
The general format of this study involved asking dbservers 
to describe the behavior of male and female children playing out 
a scenario of "normal" (understandable and non-psychotic) aggres- 
sion.    A "boy" and a "girl" represented in a videotape by the same 
child were shown displaying identical behaviors.    (In fact, mul- 
tiple videotapes were employed to ensure against results based 
upon idiosyncratic responses to one child.) 
A review of the literature suggested several hypotheses re- 
garding the outcome of comparing ratings of a "boy" with ratings 
of the same child as a "girl".    The findings of Foster et al.(1975) 
and Kent et al.  (19?^)  indicated that subjects should tend to "see" 
what they expect to see- females less aggressive than malesi 
Hypothesis 1:    Observers asked to summarize and characterize 
the level of aggression they have observed will describe a 
"boy" as more aggressive than a "girl" displaying identical 
behavior. 
It was predicted that the emotional importance of sex-role beliefs 
would create an effect similar to that found by Minor (1970) when 
he told subjects that "inaccurate" ratings were an index of "psy- 
chological maladjustment": 
Hypothesis 2t    When asked to do a post hoc tally of specific 
behaviors, observers will report seeing a higher frequency of 
aggressive behaviors performed by "boys" than by "girls". 
Hypothesis  3 was designed to check the finding that adults were 
more tolerant of children of the opposite sex than of same-sex 
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children (Rothbart and Maccoby, I966; Meyer and Sobioszek, 1972; 
Marcus, 1975). Gurwitz and Dodge (1975) and Serbin (1973) produced 
contrary results. The issue has been considered important because 
most nursery- through primary- school teachers are female, and it 
would be undesirable for them to exhibit favoritism to either sex. 
Hypothesis 3» Observers of both sexes will indicate greater 
approval for children said to be of the opposite sex than 
for those said to be of their own sex. 
For Hypothesis **, "independent——dependent" was employed as an 
approximation of "dominant——submissive". Dominance and sub- 
mission are traits which are not commonly ascribed to children. 
Hypothesis b:    All observers will describe the "boy" as more 
independent than the "girl". 
Hypothesis 5 contains three sub-hypotheses, all concerned with the 
effect of sex of observer on responses to the scaled measures of 
approval, independence, and aggression; The first- of the hypotheses 
is in keeping with the findings of Stevenson et al. (I966) and 
Gurwitz and Dodge (1975)t the second and third with Hammes (I963) 
and Feather (1975)« Hammes and Feather found that women tended 
to give more extreme (negative as well as positive) ratings than 
men. The nature of the stimuli used in this study suggest that 
ratings toward the high end of the. independence and aggression 
scales would be appropriate. 
Hypothesis 5* a) Female observers will indicate greater 
approval for children of both sexes than 
will male observers, 
b) Female observers will give higher ratings 
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of independence to all children than will 
male observers. 
c) Female observers will give higher ratings 
of aggression to all children than will 
male observers. 
If Kane, Doerge, and Tedeschi's criteria for aggression - as anti- 
normative, offensive, and displaying malevolent intent - are actu- 
ally prevalent among the lay public, then the data should support 
Hypothesis 6, Personal definitions of aggression may influence 
subjects' responses;' nonetheless, it was predicted that aggression 
would generally be negatively connoted. 
Hypothesis 6s Ratings of aggression will correlate in- 
versely with ratings of approval for observers of both 
sexes. 
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Design 
Operational Definitions of Key Variables 
This study was designed to assess variations in observer 
response to an aggressive child due to changes in the reported 
sex of the child and the sex of the observer.    The concern was with 
the manner and extent of influence exerted by changes in those var- 
iables upon observer reports of the child's aggressiveness and 
independence and upon their approval for that child. 
Sex of observer was an easily-manipulated variable involving 
choice of subject population and assignment of subjects to treat- 
ment groups.    For the "sex of child" variable, however,  it was 
necessary to change the "sex" of the child while retaining 
identical behaviors for both sexes.    To ensure standardization 
of aggressive behaviors, videotapes were marie of yo".r>g children 
whose physique,  clothing, and hairstyles made them identifiable 
as either male or female.    Each tape was shown twice;  for one 
version a girl's name was used in references to the child; for the 
other version, a boy's name was used,    A more detailed discussion 
of the videotape production process may be found in the "Apparatus" 
section of this paper. 
Two measures of aggression were used so that the present 
study could be compared with the results of previous researchers. 
The first measure,  designed to maximize "objectivity", was a report 
of the incidence of a number of specific behaviors, many of which 
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had been used in past research as operational definitions of 
aggression.    (See Appendix A-2 for a list of the behaviors.) 
Although an individual's personal definition of aggression may not 
accept one or more of the listed behaviors as aggressive,  none 
of those behaviors are indicative of cooperation;  together they 
produce a pattern congruent with most criteria for aggression. 
The second measure of aggression is intentionally subjective; it 
consists simply of a seven-point scale with endpoints "very 
passive-—-homicidal".    Thus each subject produced two distinct 
scores for perceived aggression*    a) an "objective" response on 
the behavior tally measure, and b) a subjective response on the 
seven-point scale.    The two measures were considered separately 
in all planned analyses,, 
Approval for the children in the videotape was assessed with 
a seven-point scale whose endpoints were "totally disapproved ~ 
totally approved".    The independence level of the children was 
measured in a similarly direct fashion, with "totally dependent  
totally independent" as the ends of the scale.    Thus for each sub- 
ject approval evoked by the child in the videotape and perception 
of (his,her) level of independence were defined operationally as 
scores on the appropriate seven-point scale. 
The validity of assigning data from a particular subject to 
a treatment cell for analysis was dependent upon that subject's 
belief in the sex ascribed to the child (s)he had seen.    The final 
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page of the dependent measure was an attempt to measure that belief. 
On the pretext of requesting help with the interpretation of 
previous research results, subjects were told that some people had 
expressed confusion about the sex of the child they had just seen. 
Subjects were then asked to characterize their own confusion or 
certainty about the child's sex; they were provided with a five- 
choice response with options ranging from (for example) "Cathy was 
very feminine" to "Despite hearing her name, I thought Cathy was 
a boy," (See Appendix A-3 for an example of the actual measure.) 
Subjects 
Subjects were 78 undergraduate students from Lehigh University. 
Eighty subjects were planned in the design, but two men did not ap- 
pear at the scheduled time. Four subjects were psychology majors 
who volunteered to substitute for other absentees. The other 7k 
subjects were students from an introductory psychology course (spring 
1976) for whom participation in an experiment was a course require- 
ment. Subjects were randomly assigned to treatment conditions, with 
each subject shown only one version ("boy" or "girl") of one video- 
tape. 
Apparatus 
Videotapes: The stimuli used in this experiment were four video- 
tapes of children. Pretests had established that each of the chil- 
dren could be believably identified as either male or female. Each 
videotape involved one child in a playroom interacting with a 
Zk 
young woman. The theme of the tapes was simple- the woman 
repeatedly insisted that the child clean up the toys which were 
strewn around the room; the child persisted in running away, 
throwing toys, and otherwise defying her orders. The children 
in the videotape ranged from three to five years of age and 
were selected for their androgynous appearance. (In fact, one boy 
and three girls were used.) All of the children and the adult 
were Caucasian in appearance (one child wa3 of mixed racial back- 
ground), so that the effects of sex-role stereotyping would not 
be confounded with racial stereotyping. 
In producing the videotapes, the children were instructed 
<* 
to "be naughty" and to disobey all requests to pick up the toys. 
Several minutes of videotape were filmed for each child, then edi- 
ted to a 2-3 minute sequence with all names deleted. 
Experimental Setting i    The experiment was conducted during two 
weekday afternoons and two early weekday evenings. A videotape 
deck and monitor were elevated on a platform at the front of a 
classroom, and subjects were invited to sit wherever they could 
see the monitor clearly. 
Procedure 
Subjects were run in groups of 10 (5 males, 5 females per 
group) in a process which took approximately 20 minutes per session. 
Each subject was shown only one videotape which was described as 
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showing either a boy or a girl. The author served as the experi- 
menter for all subjects. 
Subjects were first informed that they would be asked to 
view a videotape and then describe as accurately as possible what 
they had seen. (See Appendix A-l for a transcription of the 
instructions to subjects.) Subjects were asked to remain silent 
throughout the experiment and to raise their hands if they had 
questions. 
Before the videotapes were shown, each subject was given a 
list of the "behaviors of interest" which (s)he should notice 
during the film. The lists were collected after one minute. It 
was hoped that providing subjects with a common focus of attention 
during the tape would increase the reliability of their reporting, 
reducing random error so that systematic recording biases would 
be revealed. 
When subjects had returned the lists of behaviors (see Appen- 
dix A-2) they were informed that they would be observing (a boy or 
a girl) and were told the child's "name". It was explained that 
the child would be arguing with an adult about cleaning a play- 
room. A final reminder of the need for silence preceded the tape 
presentation. 
Measures 
Immediately after viewing the videotape, subjects were asked 
to respond to a questionnaire*. The questionnaire was stapled toget- 
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her in the order described below (see Appendix A-3 for a copy of 
the questionnaire) and subjects were asked to respond to questions 
in the order of their presentation: 
First pagei 1) Subject's sex 
2) Child's name and sex 
3) behavior tally 
Second pagei 1) approval measure (seven-point scale) 
2) independence measure (seven-point scale) 
3) aggression measure (seven-point scale) 
Third pagei the belief check regarding the child's sex. 
The behavior tally was separated from the aggression scale to make 
responses on those measures as independent as possible. Approval 
was chosen as the first of the subjective measures presented so that 
subjects' feelings about the social desirability of independence 
and aggression in children would not affect their reported approval. 
The belief check was attached to the rest of the questionnaire with 
a second staple to encourage the impression that it was an addendum 
rather than a standard part of the study.  For each group of sub- 
jects the child's name was typed into the belief check rather than 
inserted afterward, to further the impression that any sexual ambi- 
guity was unique to that child. 
Subjects were asked to refrain from discussing the nature of 
the experiment with other potential subjects (other students from 
the introductory psychology class). The reason given for this re- 
quest was that knowledge of the nature of the tapes could influ- 
ence the accuracy of observation of future subjects. 
Scoring the Questionnaire; Scoring the questionnaire was a simple 
process because all of the measures except the behavior tally were 
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derived from single scores.    For each of the seven-point scales, 
the score was calculated by measuring the distance in millimeters 
from the left extreme of the scale to the subject's mark.    The mid- 
point of each scale was at 82 millimeters, so that scores could 
potentially range from 0 to 164. 
Scores for the behavior tally were calculated by recording 
the number of times each behavior was reported as occurring,  then 
summing the scores for all behaviors.    Excluded from the score 
were the three final behaviors on the list (child cries, plays 
quietly, or looks out the window), which had been intended as non- 
aggressive "filler" items. 
Responses on the belief check were used to sort subjects into 
two groups for analysis - believers and non-believers.    Subjects 
whose responses ranged from total acceptance of the child's ascribed 
sex to the assertion that the child's sex would have been difficult 
to ascertain had they not known his/her name were classed as believers. 
Those whose responses indicated any uneasiness with the sex ascribed 
to the children (e.g. selecting the response category " If I hadn't 
known his name,  I would have been sure Philip was a girl") were 
considered to bo    non-believers.    Subjects who had selected "other" 
as their response on the belief check were questioned personally 
until I felt capable of categorizing them as either "believers" 
or "non-believers".    Of the 15 people who checked the "other" res- 
ponse, 4 said that they had not heard the child's name, while 11 
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used the opportunity to elaborate on one of the response categor- 
ies already provided (1 non-believer,  10 believers).    Those who 
indicated that they had not heard the child's name were classed 
as non-believers. 
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Results 
In the original design, data from this study was to be 
analyzed using two techniques.    An analysis of variance was planned 
to test Hypotheses 1 through 5»    Hypothesis 6 was to be tested 
using Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient.    In fact, 
neither technique was used exactly as originally planned; the 
modifications which were introduced are discussed later. 
Analysis of Variance;    Subjects were assigned to treatment cells 
which varied along three dimensions:  a) sex of subject (observer): 
fixed factor, 2 levels; b)  "sex" of child: fixed factor,  2 levels; 
videotape: random factor, k levels.    Parallel analyses were run 
for each test of the data so that results from believers alone could 
be compared with results from all data (including non-believers). 
It was expected that the effects exerted by sex of subject and "sex" 
of child would be consistent across tapes.    In keeping with that 
expectation, a pooled error term was planned for cases in which 
the interactions of tapes with other variables failed to achieve 
a  .25 level of significance.    All four of the dependent measures 
provided opportunities for pooling, and the results of that process 
may be found in each analysis of variance table. 
Originally the unweighted-means method was planned for use 
with missing data; however, an examination of the data revealed 
that the pattern of missing data (i.e.  responses of non-believers) 
was not independent of the experimental manipulations (see Table 1), 
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The unweighted-means analysis may only be used when there is no 
reason to believe that the pattern of missing data is linked to 
the experimental variables; a least-squares analysis was thus more 
appropriate for this study. 
Table 1: Distribution of Non-Believers 
Male Children Female Children 
Male Subjects        3 7 
Female Subjects        2 7 
total:       5 I7*7" 
Note, Two pieces of missing data not mentioned in the table 
were from subjects who were not available to participate 
as scheduled. Both were males scheduled to observe "boys", 
BMD 10V, a biomedical computer program developed at UCLA, was 
used to calculate sums of squares (Dixon, 1973)* Many computer 
programs are not equipped to calculate sums of squares when cell 
sizes are unequal. The appropriateness of BMD 10V and its super- 
iority over other "canned" programs was established by Francis (1973). 
Hypothesis-Testing 
The design of this experiment called for a manipulation of 
the "sex of child" variable. The success of that manipulation was 
shown in each subject's acceptance or rejection of the name and sex 
used in reference to a videotaped child, and was tested with a 
belief check. Only those subjects who were classed as "believers" 
by their responses of the belief check were included in planned 
tests of the experimental hypotheses. 
The criteria for the classification of believers were suf- 
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ficiently conservative that some "non-believers" may actually 
have believed the sex ascribed to the child they observed,  al- 
though they saw many opposite-sex characteristics in that child 
(see Appendix A-3).    Other "non-believers" were unaware or skepti- 
cal of the children's ascribed sex.    It is difficult to defend 
the assignment of data from the non-believer group to any specific 
cell for analysis.    For example, data from non-believers who thought 
that "Nancy" (Tape 1) was a boy might most appropriately be grouped 
with data from    believers who saw "Jimmy" (same child, Tape 1) 
referred to as a boy.    On the other hand, the non-believers may 
have made a conscious decision regarding the child's sex, while 
believers may have unthinkingly accepted "Jimmy's" sex.    The diver- 
sity and the willingness to question evidenced by the non-believers 
set them apart from believers of all treatment cells.    Results from 
the analysis of all data (analysis including non-bslievers) may be 
found in Appendix C. 
The data failed to support Hypothesis i,  the prediction that 
"boys" would be characterized as more aggressive than "girls" 
displaying identical behaviors.    On the contrary,  "girls" were 
judged to be more aggressive than their male counterparts 
(F (1,52) = 7.^-t £<.01,  see Table 2).    Hypothesis 2 predicted that 
subjects would report higher scores on the behavior tally for "boys" 
than for "girls", a prediction parallel to that made by Hypothesis 
1.    Results of the analysis of variance failed to support  Hypothesis 
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Table 2:    Aggression 
Analysis of variance excluding non-believers: 
Source SS df MS 
sex of subject (A) 571733 1 571.83 
"sex" of child (B) 3433.98 1 3433.98 
tape                       (c) 6688.34 3 2229.45 
AB 9.07 1 9.07 
AC 757.76 3 252.59 
BC 510.68 3 170.23 
ABC 1416.31 3 472.31 
error 21314.18 43 495.68 
pooled error 23998.93 52 461.52 
(error + AC + BC + ABC) 
* £<»°5 
** p/c.01 
F 
1.24 (1,52) 
7.44 (1,52)** 
4.83 (1,52)* 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
Cell Means collapsed by effect: 
Key: 
At  1= male Ss    2= female Ss 
D.  x-    uoya c- • girxs" 
C:  1-4: videotapes 
A    1    110.75 (28) B    !    10?#31 (32) 
2
    "8.^ (3D 2    123.10 (2?) 
C    1 107.88  (16) B 
2 127.55 (16)                                         1 2 
3 119.25(13) .    1   103.73(14) .120.26(14) 
4 101.02 (14) A   2   110.89 (18) 125.93 (13) 
Note.    Numbers in parentheses represent the number of pieces of 
data contributing to the mean. 
Means for individual cells may be found in Appendix B. 
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2, but Table 3 shows a slight trend similar to that found in Table 
2 (girl3 rated slightly higher than boys on the behavior tally). 
Hypothesis 3 predicted that subjects would indicate higher 
levels of approval for children of the opposite sex than for those 
of their own sex. Data trends were not significant, but visual 
examination of the table of means (Table 4) reveals that both 
sexes expressed slightly more approval for "boys" than for "girls", 
with the effect very small for male subjects. 
In testing Hypothesis 4, the sex ascribed to the videotaped 
child was found to significantly affect subjects' responses on the 
independence measure (F (1,52) = 5.H» P.C05* see Table 5)» As 
with the aggression measure, data trends were in the direction op- 
posite to that predicted; "girls" were judged to be more independent 
than "boys" who showed identical behaviors. 
Three predictions were made in Hypothesis 5» It was expected 
that female subjects would produce higher scores than male subjects 
on the independence, approval, and aggression scales regardless 
of the sex of the child being observed. In keeping with Hypothesis 
5b, women gave all children higher scores on independence than did 
men (F (1,52) = 4.48, p_<.05, see Table 5). Analyses of variance 
for the approval and aggression measures failed to significantly 
support Hypotheses 5a and 5c. (See Tables 2, 4, and 5 for analyses 
of variance* Table 6 for cell means collapsed across tapes and 
ascribed sex of child.) 
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Table 3:    Behavior Tally 
Analysis of variance excluding non-balievars t 
Source SS df MS F 
sex of sub;}act (A) 30H787 1 30S787 <1 
"sex" of child (B) 50.42 1 50.42 <1 
tape                       (C) 16274.08 3 5424.69 16.68 (1,49)** 
AB 705.14 1 705.14 2.17 (1,49) 
AC 691.65 3 230.55 <L 
BC 1523.99 3 508.00 1.56 (3,49)° 
ABC 556.10 3 185.3? <1 
error 14684.57 43 341.50 
pooled error 15932.32 49 325.15 (error + AC + ABC) 
**  £<.01 
°    £C.25 
Cell Means collapsed by effect: 
Key; 
A:   1= male Ss     2= female Ss 
P.     1=   •>>%,*„,. n O—   ll_i..-»_if 
— •     - -v/jr ^ •_ —        £ jjL-xi. 
C:  1-4:  videotapes 
A    1      46.62 (28) B    1      48.03 (32) 
2      5L37 (3D 2      49.95 (27) 
C    1 43»?5 (16) B 
2 63.O5 (16)                                         1 2 
3 64,22 (13) A   1      42.06 (14) 51.17 (14) 
4 14.95 (14)                   2     54.OO (18) 48.74 (13) 
Note.    Numbers in parentheses represent the number of pieces of 
data contributing to the mean. 
Means  for individual cells may be found in Appendix B. 
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Table 4j Approval 
Analysis of variance excluding non-believers: 
Source SS df MS 
sex of subject (A) 500.54 1 500.54 <1 
"sex" of child (B) 668,41 1 668.41 <1 
tape 8141.29 3 2713.76 2.52 (3,49) 
AB 470.6? 1 470.67 <i 
AC 5979.22 3 1993.07 1.85 (3,49)° 
BC 3^31.97 3 1143.99 1.06 (3,49) 
ABC 397.70 3 132.56 <1 
error 48991.73 43 1139.34 
pooled error 52821.45 49 1077.99 
(error + BC + ABC) 
P^.25 
Cell Means collapsed by effect* 
Keyi 
A:  1= male Ss    2= female Ss 
B:  1= "boys"      2= "girls" 
<-■.   4   1, 
A    1 57.33 (28) B    1      57.76 (32) 
2 51.24 (31) 2      50.81 (27) 
C    1 48.82 (16) B 
2 43.29 (16) 1 2 
3 49.68 (13) .    1      57.89 (14) 5^.76 (14) 
4 75.44 (14) A   2     57.63 (18) 44.85 (13) 
Note.    Numbers in parentheses represent the number of pieces of 
data contributing to the mean. 
Means for individual cells may be found in Appendix B. 
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Table 5:     Independence 
Analysis of variance excluding non-believers: 
Source SS df MS F 
sex of subject (A) ^39^796 1 439^96 4.48 (1,52)* 
"sex" of child (B) 5015.80 1 5015.80 5.11 (1,52)* 
tape         (C) 2966.O6 3 988.69 <1 
AB 659.29 1 659.29 <1 
AC 1150.56 3 383.52 <1 
BC 1113.49 3 373.16 <1 
ABC 3887.67 3 1295.89 1.23 (3,52) 
error 44909.37 43 1044.40 
pooled error 5IO6I.O9 52 981.94 
(error + AC + BC + ABC) 
£<".05 
Cell Means collapsed by effect: 
Key: 
A: 1= male Ss    2= female Ss 
Bt 1= "boys"      2= "girls" 
C: 1-4:  videotapes 
A    1     111.11  (28) B    1    110.51  (32) 
2    129ol8 (31) 2    128.84 (27) 
C    1 108.94 (16) B 
2 120.12 (16) 1 2 
3 129.55 (13) A      1      97.94 (14) 124.28 (14) 
4 121.98 (13) 2    123.08 (18) 135.29 (13) 
Note. Numbers in parantheses represent the number of pieces of 
data contributing to the mean. 
Means for individual cells may be found in Appendix B. 
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Table 6s    Tables of Means for Hypothesis 5 
(collapsed across tapes and ascribed sex of child) 
Hypothesis 5a: Sex of subject  s approval a 
Male Subjects    (28)      57.32 
Female Subjects    (31)      51.24 
Hypothesis 5b: Sex of Subject  :  independence *> 
Male Subjects    (28)    110.48 
Female Subjects    (31)    129.18 
Hypothesis $c\ Sex of Subject : aggression c 
Male Subjects    (28)    112.00 
Female Subjects    (31)    118.41 
Note.    Numbers in parentheses represent number of pieces of 
data contributing to each mean. 
* see Table 4 for analysis of variance table 
see Table 5 for analysis of variance table 
c
 see Table 2 for analysis of variance table 
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Hypothesis 6 predicted that each subject's response on the 
approval measure would correlate inversely with his/her response 
on the aggression scale.    This correlation should appropriately 
be tested by assessing the correlation within each cell of the de- 
sign,  then averaging the correlation across cells.    The loss of 
data due to exclusion of the non-believers from analysis reduced 
cell size to a point which prohibited use of the cell-by-cell cor- 
relation procedure. 
The dilemma of testing Hypothesis 6 is that responses from 
subjects within the same treatment cell are independent of each 
other, while response patterns among treatment cells are not in- 
dependent, but are affected by:    a) sex of subject, b) ascribed 
sex of child,  and c) tape used.    Because the significance of the 
three main effects has been established,  it is not legitimate 
to collapse across cells in testing Hypothesis 6, 
The option of using a non-parametric technique for testing 
Hypothesis 6 was explored (Kirk, 1972; O'Toole,  1964; Siegel, 1956; 
Tate and Clelland, 1957) •    An adaptation of the median test is de- 
scribed in Table 8, and may be compared to the raw data pictured 
in Table 7.    Results of the median test offer no support for Hypo- 
thesis 6; 5 of 16 treatment cells show predominantly inverse rela- 
tionships between approval and aggression, while 6 are dominated 
by direct relationships between those two measures.    In sum, use 
of the median test failed to reveal any consistent relationship 
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Table 7.    Scattergrami    approval x aggression 
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Table 8:    Median Test 
In the table below,   approval and aggression  scores   for  each 
subject are compared to  the cell median for those measures.     If 
S's  score  is  above the median,   a  (+)   is  entered  in the table.     Scores 
equal to or below the median are represented with a (-)   in the table. 
There are four possible outcomes for aggression x approval:  +-,  -+, 
++»  and —.  The first two outcomes may be considered evidence of 
an inverse relationship between approval and aggression scores. 
Key to cell indices:  A:  sex of S:  1= male,  2= female 
B:  sex of child (ascribed):  1= male,  2= female 
C:  tape:  12    3    4 
Cell Indices Subject 96 of Scores Indicating 
A B C 1 2 3 4 5 Inverse Relationship 
1 1 1 -+ -+ +- +- 100$* 
1 1 2 -+ — +- 67%* 
1 1 3 ■K- -+ — 6?$* 
1 1 4 -+ +- — ++ 50% 
1 2 1 — +- -+ •H- 5(# 
1 2 2 — -+ — ■H- 23-fc 
1 2 3 -+ +- — 66<p* 
1 2 4 — — ++ 0$ 
2 1 1 ■H- — +- -+ 50$ 
2 1 2 +- ■H- -+ — 50£ 
2 1 3 — -+ •f-f +- — 40$ 
2 1 4 ++ -+ — +- — 40% 
2 2 1 — ++ +- — 25% 
2 2 2 +- -+ -+ ■*— — 80$* 
2 2 3 +- — 50$ 
2 2 4 ++ — 0$ 
In only 5 of 16 cells were more than 5$$ of the outcomes of 
aggression x approval related inversely (as definsd above).     Results 
of the median test land no support to Hypothesis 6, 
* more than 50"fc 
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between scores on the aggression and approval scales. The corre- 
lation represented in Table 7 (r = -.3^+8) is not interpretable, 
for the reasons mentioned previously! nonetheless, it appears that 
there might be a relationship between approval and aggression worthy 
of future study. 
Secondary Analyses 
Analyses of Variance: The testing of Hypotheses 1 through 5 
necessitated the creation of analysis of variance tables which 
tested all main effects and interactions of the independent 
variables. The main effect for videotape used was the only signi- 
ficant effect which was not discussed in the hypotheses. No inter- 
action effect approached a significance level of .05 for any depen- 
dent measure. 
Tapes were the only variable to significantly affect scores 
on the behavior tally (F (1, ^) = 16.68, p/.Ol, see Table 3); they 
were also a significant influence for the aggression measure 
(F (1,52) = ^.83, £<.05, see Table 2). Independence and approval 
scores did not change significantly across tapes. (See Tables 2-5 
for analyses of variance, Table 9 for means collapsed across sex 
of subject and "sex" of child.) 
Analyses of variance employing all 78 pieces of data (including 
non-bolievers) were calculated for the purpose of completeness. 
Those analyses show a reduction in the significance of main effects 
for sex when compared to data from believers alone, leaving only 
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Table 9* Main Effect for Tapes 
Means collapsed across sex of subject and "sex" of child 
Tape i (16) Tape 2 (16) Tape 3 (13) Tape 4 (14) 
ihavior Tally 48.75 63.05 64.22 19.95 
Aggression 107.88 127.55 119.25 101.01 
Independence 108.94 120.12 129.5^ 121.98 
Approval 48.81 43.29 49.68 75.V* 
Note. Numbers in parentheses represent the number of pieces of 
data contributing to the mean. 
*3 
"sex"  of child (on the aggression measure) and tapes as the only 
effects significant at the .05 level.    (See Appendix C for analyses.) 
Significant tape effects for the behavior tally and aggression mea- 
sures were amplified by the inclusion of non-believers.    Approval 
scores were unique in that they were only significantly affected 
by videotapes when non-believers were included in the analysis. 
Scattergramsi    The meaningfulness of correlations of approval with 
scores on the behavior tally and independence measures cannot be 
assessed for the same reasons which prohibit testing of Hypothesis 
6.    Scattergrams showing the raw data for these two pairs of 
measures are reproduced in Appendices  A-6 and 7.    They can only be 
indicators of directions for future research, as no conclusions 
can be drawn from non-independent treatment cells of such small 
size. 
Findings Related to External Validity}    One videotape which used 
a 5 year-old girl as an actress elicited skepticism from 9 of the 
10 subjects who were told that she was female.    No use was made 
of the "male" version of the tape, and results from the "female" 
version were excluded from analysis.    (See Appendix A-4 for the 
raw data.)    The reader who compares "Betsy's" scores with moans 
for each measure will find that those scores are consistent with 
means for ratings of other "female" children (see Tables 2-5). 
It is clear from the distribution of non-believers (Table 1) 
that subjects were more likely to accept  "boys" as  labelled than 
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they were to accept "girls".    Unfortunately,  the group administra- 
tion procedure used made it impossible to ascertain the cue3 
employed by non-believers in judging (rightly or wrongly)  the sex 
of the children they were observing. 
^5 
Discussion 
This research project began with two goals- one realistic, 
the other idealistic. The realistic goal was to discover whether 
changing the name and corresponding sex used in reference to a 
child would affect observer responses to that child. Ideally, it 
was hoped that the experimental design would produce findings 
permitting a critique of current sex-difference research methodo- 
logies. 
It would appear that naive observers watching a child behaving 
in an aggressive manner did, as predicted, differ systematically 
in their response to that child based upon: a) the sex ascribed 
to the child and b) the sex of the observer. "Girls" who exhibited 
behavior sequences identical to those enacted by "boys" were 
perceived as being more aggressive and more independent than their 
male counterparts, while women produced significantly higher in- 
dependence ratings than men regardless of the sex of the child 
observed. 
In Hypotheses 1, 2, and 4, it was predicted that girls would 
be rated as less aggressive than boys who displayed identical 
behaviors. The systematic differences which actually appeared were 
in the direction opposite to that predicted. It was assumed that 
subjects would resist accepting data which contradicted their 
stereotyped beliefs. The data does not indicate that subjects 
resisted recognition of aggressive acts by "girls". Rather, stan- 
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dards of behavior which were stricter for females than for males 
appear to have caused "girls" to be seen as,very aggressive while 
identical actions by their "male" counterparts were greeted with 
a "boys will be boys" attitude. As with Ham*etf*5 (1974) grocery 
"stock girls" and Taynor and Deaux's (1973) "heroine" in the ele- 
vator, the "female" behaving contrary to expectations for her sex 
was given more extreme ratings than a male behaving identically. 
The results of this study appear to have important impli- 
cations for sex-difference research. It was predicted that sex- 
role expectations might exaggerate reports of sex differences. 
On the contrary, standards of judgement which vary with the sex 
of the child under observation seem likely to obscure real sex 
differences in behavior or to generate spurious results counter 
to popular belief (e.g. "girls" found to be more aggressive than 
"boys") in cases where no behavioral difference exists. 
The multiple predictions about response patterns from male 
vs. female subjects were largely unconfirmed. Female observers 
gave all children higher independence ratings than did male ob- 
servers, but no significant difference by sex of observer was 
found for ratings of approval or aggression. Such findings 
are difficult to explain. It is possible that ratings of aggres- 
sion and approval were based (however loosely) upon the results 
of the behavior tally, while judgements of independence were 
based upon subjects' personal standards independent of the other 
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measures. Certainly Appendix A-6 suggests no correlation between 
approval and independence, while both aggression ratings and 
scores on the behavior tally seem somewhat correlated with approval. 
It is unfortunate that the limitation of cell size (discussed in 
the Results section) prevents further examination of correlations 
between the dependent measures. Even within these constraints, 
it seems advisable that sex-difference researchers be aware of pos- 
sible biases due to sex of observer. If both male and female ob- 
servers are to be used, they should be assigned to treatment groups 
in a balanced fashion. 
The most pervasive effect found in this study was that exer- 
ted by the specific videotape used. The four children represented 
in the videotapes showed a considerable range of appearance and 
behavior. The child in Tape 4 was consistently rated as less ag- 
gressive and independent, more deserving of approval than any of 
the other children. Tape 4 presented the youngest and least ac- 
tive of the four children, a 3 year-old girl. The tape effect 
may thus be explained by a common-sen .e appraisal of the content 
of those tapes. The strength of the other main effects in light 
of the strong tape effect indicates that the results of this 
research may be generalizable across a range of aggressive scenarios. 
The lack of systematic biasing in results of the behavior 
tally (as opposed to the aggression scale) is in keeping with the 
findings of Kent et al, (1974), It appears that researchers 
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wishing to minimize systematic biases of data reporting may do so 
by using objective measures such as the behavior tally. Constraints 
on the time and effort which could reasonably be asked of subjects 
precluded achieving the reliability levels characteristic of 
"trained" observers. However, the large error term revealed in 
Table 3 represents idiosyncratic differences in data reporting 
rather than systematic biases corresponding to any variable of 
interest in this study. The results of this study cannot be 
taken as an assurance that "trained" observers will produce data 
reports free from systematic bias. The training process itself 
may produce or amplify systematic biases to distort even "objective" 
measures such as the behavior tally. 
The belief check employed to test the success of manipula- 
tions of the children's "sex" was a source of some difficulty for 
this study. The author is confident that her belief check was more 
rigorous than those employed in past studies using this format. 
Meyer and Sobieszek (1972) were content to ask subjects to recall 
the "name" and "sex" of the child they had seen, as were Gurwitz 
and Dodge (1975)» For purposes of comparison, the present study 
used a similar recall task, asking subjects to write the child's 
"name" and "sex" on the first page of the questionnaire. That re- 
call task evoked several confusing responses such as "The child I 
saw was a boy named Betsy," The term "belief check" seems more 
appropriately used when subjects are provided with a reasonable 
<*9 
(and easily-scored) opportunity to express disbelief, as was attemp- 
ted in this study. 
Previous belief checks have,  perhaps, been overly timorous. 
The check used in this experiment may have erred in the opposite 
direction,  classing subjects as non-believers who were absent- 
minded rather than skeptical about the child's sex.    Timing of the 
statement of the child's name- after having subjects study the 
behavior lists and before showing them the tapes- may have caused 
some subjects to ignore the name and sex of the child while at- 
tempting \JQ retain the behavior list in memory.    No other explan- 
ation has arisen which accounts for subjects'  reports that they 
did not hear the child's name or sex. 
It is impossible because of the conservative scoring of the 
belief check to conjecture about the judgements made by "non-be- 
lievers".    Effects which otherwise varied significantly with "sex* 
of child or sex of observer lost significance when non-believers 
were added into the analysis.    It is possible that the non-belie- 
vers might tend to support Hypotheses 1, 2, or kf were they analyzed 
separate from believers.    The non-believers are a diverse group, 
however;  it is not appropriate to generalize about their data. 
Some success was achieved at approaching the ideal goal of 
critiquing prevalent sex-difference research methodologies,    A 
major obstacle lay in incomplete reporting of procedures used by 
past researchers.    There was no evidence that investigators of sex 
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differences had ever considered observer  expectations as a  possible 
source of data biasing.    No observational studies reported making 
any efforts to conceal children's sex from observers. 
The most important limitation of this study may lie in the 
very design feature which gives it elegance- the use of video- 
tapes of androgynous-appearing children.    Having created a group 
of totally standardized stimuli, the author finds it difficult 
to conjecture about the reactions of observers to real children 
whose sexual identities are unconcealed.    While denim-clad "girls" 
may be rated as more aggressive than their denim-clad "male" 
counterparts,  it is not possible to reject the proposal that a 
girl in a frill pink dress might be described as less aggressive 
than a boy displaying identical behaviors.    The procedural diffi- 
culties involved in attacking this problem are considerable;  it 
may be the case that the best solution involves a slow accumulation 
of data from many related experiments.    For now it is sufficient 
to have opened Pandora's box, alerting sex-difference researchers 
to the problems inherent in their field of study6 
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Appendix A-l: Instructions to Subjects 
"In the next few minutes I will be showing you a videotape 
of a child arguing with an adult about cleaning up a playroom. 
I want to find out how accurately you can remember what you have 
seen. 
I want each of you to act as an individual in viewing and 
describing the videotape.  For that reason it is important that 
you remain silent throughout the experiment. Please do not 
laugh, gasp, or make other comments about my film or question- 
naire. If you have a question, raise your hand and I will come 
to you to answer it. 
Before we begin, do you have any questions? 
Here is a list of the specific behaviors you should be noti- 
cing during the videotape. You have one minute to study the 
lists, then I will collect them. 
(hand out lists; collect them one minute later) 
Now I will show the videotape. This is a film of a (boy,girl), 
(Tommy, Jimmy, David; Philip, Cathy, Karen, Jennie, Nancy) arguing 
with an adult about picking up (his, her) toys. Remember, remain 
silent during the tape, 
(dim lights; show videotape; raise lights) 
Now I would like you to fill out a questionnaire describing 
what you have seen. Again, please remain silent while you work 
5* 
on tho questionnaire, and raise your hand if you have a question. 
Pleas3 work on the questionnaire in the order in which it 
is written.  Finish each page before you go on to the next.  Please 
answer every question. 
(hand out questionnaires; do not collect them until 
everyone is done.) 
Please do not discuss this experiment with anyone. If people 
know what behaviors to expect, that may affect their ability to 
remember what they have seen. 
Any of you who checked the 'other* box for the last question- 
I want to make sure that I understand what you meant. " The rest 
of you are free to go. Thank you for your participation." 
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Appendix A-2: "Behaviors of Interest" list 
Physical Attacking: 
child hits adult 
child throws toys at adult 
child kicks adult 
Avoidancei 
child backs or runs away from adult 
child refuses to stand up 
child pushes adult away 
Defiance j 
child stamps feet 
child laughs at adult 
child says "no" or "I won't", etc 
Other Actions: 
child tips over toys or furniture 
child throws toys 
child kicks toys 
child cries 
child plays quietly 
child looks out window 
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Appendix A-3i    Sample Questionnaire (70$ of original size) 
Observation Rating Sheet 
Your Sexi     Male       Female       (circle one) 
"The child  I  saw was a ______ named ." 
(sex; (name; 
Read down the list of activities below.    Place a slash mark on the line 
to the right of each item,  showing the number of incidents of that behavior 
you saw during the videotape. 
Examples i     If you saw the child in the tape hit the adult with a stick 6 
times,  then you would  indicate as  follow*i 
child hits adult with stick ». , , .f /. . .'? ','■■■,"■■■■?■■■■* 
If you did not see the child hitting the adult with a stick,  you should 
indicate as  follows t 
o s i' 15 *• ts jo 
child hits adult with atick    /1  ... 1  ■ 1  .,  1   ....  1 1  
Physical Attacking:    „ < c „ ,c 
child hits adult   i_ ■ , , ■ i 1 1 .  , , , 1 
0 5 10 IS 1» if Jo 
child throws toys at adult    t « ■   . . 1 .  ... 1  .... 1 ....  1 ..■■ 1  ... 1 1 
0 5 ,0 is jo it so 
child kicks adult    1 ....  1 . , .  .  1  1 ... 1 ,,,.  1  ........   . 1 
Avoidance 1 0 5 10 a 10 t« 30 
child backs or runs away from adult  I ' 1 1 1   1 1  1 ■ 1 '  1 ' '  ' '»»'-* * »  » ■ * I ■  1 1 1 I 
0 $■ '0 .5 i» if J* 
child refuses to stand up   i ■  ■  ■ ■  ' ■  ■ ■ 1  1  1  1 1 i  1 1 1 1 1 1 1—i__J 
0 s 10 (5 to if so 
child pushes adult away   i ■  ■ ■ ■ I .   1 ■ 1 1  .  .  ■ ■  1  ■ ■ ■ . 1 . ■  1 ■  1  ■ . . ■ 1 
Defiance 1 
child stamps feet  °     f     ■'     ',s     *"     "     »• r 1_J I l—l I L_i__ ■'■'■■ I ■  '  ' '  / '  ■  E l___J '  I ■ J 
child laughs at adult ?, t ,,?.,,,?,,,, f, , ,.',',,,,?,,, ,',' 
child says "no" or "I won't", etc. °  , , , , f , . , ,'f , , , , '1 . ■ , , V , . . . 1 ■ ■ 1 1 * 
Other Actions i                          5                        J$     , 
child tips over toys or furniture 1 , ,.. , 1 , . . . 1 1 , , 1 '1 , . , , 1 , . , , 1  
child throws toys ?,,,,?,.,,?,,,,'?,,,,«,',,,.*,,.,? 
child kicks toys f,,, ,f,,.,',»,.,.','....?,. ..V, ,..? 
....        ,0                 S                i»                ij 10 is 30 
child cries    1   ,  .   ,  ,  1  .   ,  , ,   t ■).,,.  1  1   ,  1 , 1 
0                 5               10              ;5 2° 1^ 30 
child plays quietly   1  1  ■ 1 ■ 1  ■ <  ■ 1 1 ■  ■ ■ 1 1   ■ _j ■ 1   1 .■■!.... 1 
0 i u 'S to %i so 
child looks out window    I 1 1  1 1 1  '  1 1 1 1 1 '  1  1 I  1   1   L 1 1 1   1   1 1 I  1 1  1 1 1 
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Now I would like you to characterise your response to the child you 
have just seen.  Please read each question below and put a slash nark alone 
the line to the right of each item to indicat your response.  The subdivisions 
I have provided are intended to give you a feel for the scaling used) you 
may mark anywhere along the line. 
Examplei  T found the child in the tape . 
very 
-epulsive uely homely average 
i  
mildly 
attractive 
very 
attractive 
 ^- 
My response indicates that I found the child very attractive, but not 
flawless. 
quite 
beautiful 
(of) the child in the videotape. 
felt 
totally    strongly    mildly      neutral     mildly    strongly   totally 
disapproved disapproved disapproved  'toward)   approved   approved  approved 
i I I 1 1 1 -> 
?. How independent was the child in the videotape? 
totally       very    somewhat 
dependent    dependent  dependent normal 
i  
somewhat      very     totally 
independent independent independent 
3. How aggressive was the child in the videotape? 
very 
passive 
quite 
passive 
somewhat 
passive normal 
 i  
somewhat 
aggressive 
quite 
aggressive homicidal 
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In previous use of this videotape,  people who were not told Cathy's 
name some times  found it difficult to tell whether she was a boy or a girl. 
Their confusion affected the accuracy of their observations.    Please 
answer the question below honestly! your response may help me to better 
understand my earlier research findings. 
Please place a check mark in the box next to the sentence which best 
describes your impression of Cathy during the videotape. 
My Impression of Cathy wasi 
|     |     Cathy was very feminine. 
I     I      Despite some boyish traits,  Cathy was clearly a girl. □ 
|     | If I had not heard her name,   I would have been sure Cathy was a boy. 
1   J Despite hearinp her name,   I thought Cathy was a boy. 
|    I Other (please specify)  
If I had not heard her name,  it would have been difficult or impossible 
to tell whether Cathy was a boy or a girl. 
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Appendix A-4 
Raw Scores- Betsy 
Behavior Tally Approval Independence Aggression 
Male Ss:  1)* 38 76 95 108 
2) 45 122 119 136 
3) 42 1 163 109 
*0 38 1 136 136 
5) 21 28 163 136 
mean= 36.8 4'+. 5 135.2 123 
Female Ss:  1) 59 33 146 121 
2) 21 64 141 146 
3) 43 74 146 96 
<0 59 55 109 136 
5) 40 16 142 122 
inean^ 44.2 48.2 136.8 122.2 
* This tras the only subject who believed that "Betsy" was a girl. 
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Factors: 
Appendix A-5 
Analysis of Variance Model 
A: sex of subject (observer) 
Bi sex ascribed to child 
C: tape 
fixed  2 levels  oij 
fixed  2 levels  (S^ 
random  4 levels  c^ 
Subject: 
Tape: 
Child:  'i 
Male Female 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
5 5 5 5 5 5 ? 
Degrees of Freedom: 
d.f.A -1 
d.f.3 =1 
d.f.c =3 
d
«f«AB =1 
d.f.AC =3 
d.f.BG =3 
d.f.ABC=3 
d.fferror= 64 
Model:    X±Jlcl =  M+^j+^k+C1+«^+elC^+^+«*^ij.eflfet. 
0 2 4 5 
2 0 4 5 
2 2 1 5 
0 0 4 5 
0 2 1 5 
2 0 1 5 
0 0 1 5 
FA   =    MSA    (1,3) 
MS AC 
FAt=   NSA, d.3) 
MSAIC 
MSgrro* 
(3,6/*) 
F3=   MS, 
MS 
*C 
KS 
<Te+ 40 #A + 10 ^ Ac 
(Te+ 40 0"^ + 10(Tac 
<Te + 20ff^+ 5^*0. 
CTI+ 10<J£C 
01+    5<TA^ 
(1,3) 
FAc=   M3Ac   (3,64) 
error 
F*   =    I-2S, 
F8t~ 
(3,64) 
y-S3t      (3,64) 
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Appendix A-61    approval x independence 
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Appendix A-7i    approval x behavior tally 
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Appendix B:  Cell Means 
Key to Cell Indices: 
sex of subject (A) 1 = male 2 = female 
"sex" of child (B) 1 = male 2 = female 
tape (C) 1       2 
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Appendix B-l:     Behavior Tally 
cell means excluding non-believerst   59 pieces of data 
Cell Indices 
(by main effect) 
A B C Mean Cell Size 
1 1 1 48.25 4 
1 1 2 46.00 3 
1 1 3 50.00 3 
1 1 4 24.00 4 
1 2 1 47.00 4 
1 2 2 76.00 4 
1 2 3 61.67 3 
1 2 4 20.00 3 
2 1 1 59.00 4 
2 1 2 67.00 4 
2 1 3 67.20 5 
2 1 4 22.80 5 
2 2 1 40.75 4 
2 2 2 63.20 5 
2 2 3 78.00 2 
2 2 4 13.00 2 
leludii ig non- -believers:  ?8 pieces of 
uea.j. Indices 
(by main effect) 
A B C Mean Cell Size 
1 1 1 46.20 5 
1 1 2 55.^ 5 
1 1 3 54.00 4 
1 1 4 24.00 4 
1 2 1 46.80 5 
1 2 2 69.20 5 
1 2 3 60.60 5 
1 2 4 20.00 5 
2 1 1 51.^0 5 
2 1 2 72.20 5 
2 1 3 67.20 5 
2 1 4 22.80 5 
2 2 1 40.80 5 
2 2 2 63.20 5 
2 2 3 58.80 5 
2 2 4 20.80 5 
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Appendix B-2:    Approval 
cell means excluding non-believersi     59 pieces of data 
Cell Indices 
(by main effect) 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
B 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
C 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Mean 
42.00 
28.00 
68.33 
93.25 
46.25 
43.50 
41.00 
96.33 
66.00 
46.25 
62.40 
56.20 
41.00 
55.40 
27.00 
56.00 
Cell Size 
4 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
4 
4 
5 
5 
4 
5 
2 
2 
cell means including non-believers:    78 pieces of data 
(by main effect) 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
B 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
C 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Mean 
42.40 
27.20 
63.25 
93.25 
41.20 
41.80 
35.^0 
82.00 
70.40 
42.60 
62.40 
56.20 
36.00 
55.^0 
30.60 
77.40 
Cell Size 
5 
5 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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Appendix B-3:  Independence 
cell means  excluding non-believers:    59 pieces of data 
Cell Indices 
(by main effect) 
A B C Mean        Cell Size 
111 83.25 4 
112 92.33 3 
113 98.67 3 
114 118.50 4 
12 1 111.75 ^ 
12 2 13^.75 4 
12 3 130.33 3 
12 4 120.33 3 
2 11 102.50 4 
2 12 137.00 4 
2 13 140.20 5 
2 14 112.60 5 
2 2 1 139.25 4 
2 2 2 116.40 5 
2 2 3 149.00 2 
2            2          4 136.50 2 
cell means including non-believers:    78 pieces of data 
Cell Indices 
(by main effect) 
ABC Mean        Cell Size 
111 93.80 5 
112 115.40 5 
113 104.75 4 
114 II8.5O 4 
12 1 117.60 5 
12 2 137.20 5 
12 3 133.00 5 
12 4 104.60 5 
2 11 110.00 5 
2 12 109.80 5 
2 13 140.20 5 
2 14 112.60 5 
2 2 1 140.20 5 
2 2 2 116.40 5 
2 2 3 116.00 5 
2            2          4 100.20 5 
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Appendix B-4t    Aggression 
cell means excluding non-believers«    59 pieces of data 
Cell Indices 
(by main effect) 
A B C Mean Cell Size 
1 1 1 93.50 4 
1 1 2 122.00 3 
1 1 3 106.67 3 
1 1 4 92.25 4 
1 2 l 111.00 4 
1 2 2 138.75 4 
1 2 3 133.33 3 
1 2 4 98.00 3 
2 1 1 112.50 4 
2 1 2 123.25 4 
2 1 3 121.00 5 
2 1 4 86.80 5 
2 2 1 114.50 4 
2 2 2 126.20 5 
2 2 3 136.00 2 
2 2 4 127.00 2 
cell means including non-believers:    78 pieces of data 
Cell Indices 
(by main effect) 
ABC Mean        Cell Size 
111 99.00 5 
112 127.40 5 
113 110.00 4 
114 92.25 4 
12 1 114.60 5 
12 2 135.60 5 
12 3 118.40 5 
12 4 107.20 5 
2 11 112.60 5 
2 12 125.80 5 
2 13 121.00 5 
2 14 86.80 5 
2 2 1 118.80 5 
2 2 2 126.80 5 
2 2 3 126.80 5 
2            2          4 111.40 5 
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Appendix Ct    Analyses Using All Data 
(78 pieces of data,  including non-believers) 
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Appendix C-l:    Behavior Tally- 
Analysis of variance:  78 pieces of data: 
Source 
sex of subject (A) 
"sex" of child (B) 
tape (C) 
AB 
AC 
BC 
ABC 
error 
pooled error 
(error + AC + BC 
SS 
133.67 
51.21 
21415.08 
669.39 
166.31 
1^9.32 
387.74 
21173.60 
21876.97 
ABC) 
df 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
62 
71 
MS 
133.67 
51.21 
7133.36 
669.39 
55.44 
49.77 
129.24 
341.51 
308.13 
F 
<1 
<i 
23.17 (3,71)** 
«<1 
<1 
<\ 
«tl 
** £<.01 
Cell Means collapsed by effect: 
Key: 
A1 1 = male Ss 2= female Ss 
D: x—    uoys 
C: 1-41 tapes 
O — 
£- — 
A 1 
2 
47.03 (38) 
49.65 (40) 
B 1 49.15 (38) 
2 47.53 (40) 
C 1 
2 
3 
4 
46.30 (20) 
65.00 (20) 
60.00 (19) 
21.90 (19) A 
1 
2 
B 
1         2 
44.90 (18)   49.15 a 
53.40 (20)    45.90 (2 
Note.    Numbers  in parentheses represent the number of pieces of 
data contributing to the mean. 
Means for individual cells may be found in Appendix B. 
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Appendix C-2:    Approval 
Analysis of Variance: 78 pieces of data 
Source                               SS df            MS                 F 
sex of subject (A)                  67i4 1             6"7l4 <1 
"sex" of child (B)           1015.88 1 1015.88 <1 
tape                      (C) 14650.61 3 4883.54 4.80 (3,68)* 
AB                                   12.80 1          12.80 <1 
AC                           3762.38 3 1254..13 1.23 (3,68) 
BC                              5852.02 3 1950.67 1.92 (3,68)° 
ABC                               2617.50 3 872.50 <1 
error 62708.30 62 1011.42 
pooled error 69088.I8 68 1016.00 
(error + AC + ABC) 
0
 £<.25 
Cell Means collapsed by effect: 
Key: 
B: 1= "boys"      2= "girls" 
C:  1-4: tapes 
A    1      53.31 (38) B    1      57.21 (38) 
2      53.88 (40) 2      49.98 (40) 
C    1 47.50 (20) B 
2 41.75 (20)                                      1 2 
3 47.91 (19) A      1      56.53 (18) 50.IO (20) 
4 77.21 (19)                   2      57.90 (20) 49.85 (20) 
Note. Numbers in parentheses represent the number of pieces 
of data contributing to the mean. 
Means for individual cells may be found in Appendix B. 
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Appendix C-3:     Independence 
Analysis of Variance:  78 pieces of data; 
Source 
sex of subject (A) 
"sex" of child (B) 
tape (C) 
AB 
AC 
BC 
ABC 
error 
pooled error 
(error + AC + BC 
SS 
127.9? 
1096.37 
2200.86 
1081.84 
31^3.59 
4270.11 
2542.09 
90384.55 
100345.34 
ABC) 
df 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
62 
71 
MS 
127.97 
1096.37 
733.62 
1081.84 
1049.53 
1423.37 
847.36 
1457.82 
1413.31 
F 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<i 
1.01 (3,71) 
<1 
Cell Means collapsed by effect: 
Key: 
A: 1= male Ss 2= female Ss 
B: 1= "boys"  2= "girls" 
C: 1-4: tapes 
A 1 115.61 (38) 
2 118.18 (40) 
C 1 115.^ (20) 
2 119.70 (20) 
3 123.49 (19) 
4 108.98 (19) 
a   1    ii3.i3 KJOJ 
2    120.65 (40) 
B 
1 108.11 (18) 
2 118.15 (20) 
123.10 (20) 
113.20 (20) 
Note.    Numbers in parentheses represent the number of pieces of 
data contributing to the mean. 
Means for individual cells may be found in Appendix B. 
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Appendix C-4:    Aggression 
Analysis of Variance:  78 pieces of data 
Source SS df MS F 
sex of subject (A) 18HT64 1 18"o764 <1 
"sex" of child (B) 2145.83 1 2145.83 5.18 (1,71)* 
tape                       (C) 89W.OI 3 2980.34 7.20 (3,71)** 
AB 31.22 1 31.22 <1 
AC 808.27 3 269.42 <1 
BC 652.13 3 217.38 <1 
ABC 258.07 3 89.36 <1 
error 27680.75 62 446.46 
pooled error 29409.22 71 414.21 
( error + AC + BC + ABC) 
* P<.05 
**   £C.01 
Cell Means collapsed by effect: 
Key: 
■ * — •>         O—    <•___! ,»«. AI   x— uuu-oo      *- —   j. w«=»-i.w»» 
B:  1= "boys" 2= "girls" 
C: 1-4: tapes 
A 1 113.03 (38) B 1 109.26 (38) 
2 116.16 (40) 2 119.93 (40) 
C    1    111.25    (20) B 
2 128.90    (20) 1 2 
3 119.05    (19)      A    1    107.16    (18)      118.90    (20) 
4 99.21    (19) 2   111.35   (20)     120.95   (20) 
Note.    Numbers in parentheses represent the number of pieces of 
data contributing to the mean. 
Means for individual cells may be found in Appendix B„ 
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